Abstract: Broadband rotational spectroscopy of water clusters produced in a pulsed molecular jet expansion has been used to determine the oxygen atom geometry in three isomers of the nonamer and two isomers of the decamer. The isomers for each cluster size have the same nominal geometry but differ in the arrangement of their hydrogen bond networks. The nearest neighbor O À O distances show a characteristic pattern for each hydrogen bond network isomer that is caused by three-body effects that produce cooperative hydrogen bonding. The observed structures are the lowest energy cluster geometries identified by quantum chemistry and the experimental and theoretical O À O distances are in good agreement. The cooperativity effects revealed by the hydrogen bond O À O distance variations are shown to be consistent with a simple model for hydrogen bonding in water that takes into account the cooperative and anticooperative bonding effects of nearby water molecules.
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Water is the most important solvent in chemistry and biology and displays unique physical properties related to its ability to form hydrogen bonds. [1, 2] A special feature of the hydrogen bond is its cooperativity, i.e., the fact that the local hydrogen bond strength is influenced by the neighboring water molecules. Hydrogen bond cooperativity affects the vibrational spectrum of the O À H stretches, [3] properties of low-temperature liquid phases, [4] and site-specific reaction rates for chemical processes like acid dissociation in water clusters. [5] Quantum chemistry studies of small water clusters play a key role in developing model potentials that include the three-body effects that produce cooperative hydrogen bonding. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] The three-body effects can make sizable contributions to the total binding energy of small clusters and have been shown to account for about 20 % of the total binding energy for several cluster geometries. [6] Cooperative hydrogen bonding affects several physical and geometrical parameters including the local hydrogen bond strength, the OÀH stretch vibrational frequency, the OÀO nearest neighbor distances, and the donor OÀH bond length deformation. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Previous experimental studies of the water octamer, nonamer, and decamer have used vibrational spectroscopy to characterize the cluster structure. One experimental approach uses benzene to "tag" the neutral water cluster so that powerful ultraviolet (UV) and UV-infrared doubleresonance techniques can be used to measure the vibrational spectrum of size-specific water clusters. These experiments demonstrated the presence of the S 4 and D 2d water octamers [14] and identified three isomers of the water nonamer. [15] However, it was unclear if these isomers resulted from changes in the nonamer geometry or the attachment point of the benzene ring. Vibrational spectra of water clusters have also been obtained using size-selected crossed molecular beams. [16] The S 4 and D 2d octamer isomers were observed and there was evidence for more than one isomer of the water nonamer. The interpretation of the OÀH stretch fundamental spectrum of the water decamer indicated a "butterfly" structure instead of the pentagonal prism which has been shown in several theoretical studies [17] [18] [19] to be the lowest energy structure.
Here we use broadband molecular rotational spectroscopy to obtain accurate structures of the oxygen framework geometry for isomers of the water nonamer and decamer. [20] The nonamer and decamer structures observed in the pulsed jet expansion are related to the S 4 and D 2d water octamer structures and the theoretical structures for each cluster size are shown in Figure 1 . The experimental challenge is to distinguish isomers that have essentially the same heavy atom structure and the same number of hydrogen bonds, but with different hydrogen bond donor-acceptor patterns. The key to the experimental identification of isomers is the distortion of the oxygen atom framework that results from hydrogen bond cooperativity in the three-dimensional structures.
Rotational spectra of two different water samples were measured in the 2-8 GHz frequency range using a chirpedpulse Fourier transform microwave spectrometer. [21] One sample was pure water and this spectrum was used to identify rotational spectra of clusters composed entirely from the H 2 16 O water isotope. A total of five water nonamer clusters and four water decamer clusters were detected. Of the four water decamers identified in the pure water spectrum, three show the effects of tunneling with patterns similar to the water hexamer prism. [20] The second sample was spiked with 12.5 % of H 2 18 O. The molecular rotational spectra of water clusters with a single H 2 18 O positional substitution were identified for three of the water nonamer clusters and two of the water decamer clusters. The tunneling splitting for the water decamers is quenched in the substituted (H 2 16 O) 9 -(H 2 18 O) spectra. Small frequency regions of the broadband rotational spectrum are presented in Figure 2 to show the isomer identification and the effect of isotopic substitution.
The experimental oxygen atom framework geometry is obtained from the analysis of the rotational constants of the (H 2 18 O)(H 2 16 O) NÀ1 isotopologues for each cluster and the results are shown in Figure 3 . The initial analysis uses Kraitchmans equations [22] to determine the position of each oxygen atom in the rotational principal axis system individually. This method can only determine the magnitude of the atom positions and the signs of the coordinates are selected by comparison to the theoretical structures. The oxygen atom positions obtained from the Kraitchman analysis are shown by the solid spheres in Figure 3 . Once the basic oxygen atom framework geometry was established, further structural refinement was performed using the r m (1) model. [23, 24] This analysis accounts for zero-point vibrational averaging effects and produces a structure that is closer to the equilibrium geometry than a Kraitchman substitution structure. Therefore, the r m (1) geometry can be more directly compared with ab initio equilibrium geometries. The r m
(1) analysis of the oxygen atom framework geometry requires constraints on the other structure parameters, the water monomer geometries and their relative orientations, and these are fixed to the values from the theoretical structures. The r m (1) cluster structures are shown in Figure 3 . It is seen that the oxygen atom positions are nearly the same from the two analysis methods. Previous studies of the water hexamer and heptamer that included vibrational averaging in the theoretical structures have shown that the oxygen atom framework geometry does not show large changes from vibrational averaging and that rotational spectroscopy isotopic substitution studies are in quantitative agreement with the theoretical results.
The lowest energy isomers for the water nonamer shown in Figure 1 are formed by adding a water molecule to a distinct edge of the octamer as discussed previously. [15] The D 2d octamer has only two distinct edges whereas the S 4 octamer has three. A more complete description of these isomers is presented in the Supporting Information (SI) and Figures S14-S16. The resulting isomers have the same nominal oxygen atom framework, a ring pentamer stacked on a ring tetramer, but with different hydrogen bond networks that give characteristic distortions of the nearest-neighbor O À O distances. The experimental oxygen atom framework structures are in excellent agreement with the three lowest energy theoretical structures as shown in Figure 3 , in which the experimental and theoretical nearest-neighbor OÀO distances are given. The experimental rotational constants of the two less abundant isotopically pure water nonamers, for which the signal-to-noise ratio is insufficient to determine the oxygen atom framework structures from the isotopic measurement, are consistent with the theoretical values for the higher energy 9-D2 and 9-S3 nonamer isomers (see Table S1 ). The relative abundances of the five water nonamers in the molecular beam have been estimated from the transition intensities using the theoretical values of the dipole moments and are approximately 1 (9-D1) : 1 (9-S1) : 0.66 (9-S2) : 0.25 (9-S3) : 0.1 (9-D2). The observed relative populations are in general agreement with the relative energies from quantum chemistry shown in Figure 1 .
The low-energy decamer structures can be derived from the five nonamer structures by adding a second water molecule across a face of the parent octamer structure. The six structures in Figure 1 are the lowest energy isomers of the 102 possible topological isomers for this oxygen atom framework geometry. [17] The structures 10-PPD1 and 10-PPS1 are the lowest energy isomers in each family and have been identified in several previous theoretical studies. [17] [18] [19] They can also be viewed as the stacking of two ring structures, the lowest energy geometry for the water pentamer, [25] in either clockwiseclockwise (10-PPS1) or clockwise-counterclockwise (10-PPD1) orientations of the ring H bond network. Again, a distinctive pattern for the oxygen atom framework distortion is produced for each topological isomer.
As for the nonamers, there is excellent agreement in the characteristic nearestneighbor O À O distance variations for the two decamers, for which quantitative oxygen atom framework geometries were obtained. Oxygen atom framework structures were obtained for the two highest population species in the pulsed supersonic expansion and, as shown in Figure 3 , are the 10-PPD1 and 10-PPS1 isomers. The two lower population clusters are tentatively assigned to the 10-PPS2 and 10-PPS3 structure based on a comparison of experimental and theoretical rotational constants for the isotopically pure decamers. As for the nonamers, the relative populations of the decamer isomers [1 (10-PPD1) : 1 (10- Figure 3 . Comparison of the two experimental structures determined by 18 O substitution: r m (1) (complete water molecules) and r s (green spheres). In the marked distances () the top value is from the leastsquares r m (1) geometry, whereas the bottom is the calculated RI-MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ equilibrium value. The color coding distinguishes short (red) and long (black) distances. In the nonamers the calculated pillar distances between the top pentagon and the base tetragon were set equal in the fits (asterisked). The blue water units correlate with the O9 and O10 units marked in Figure 1 . The foreground pentamer rings in the two decamers are identical (middle row), whereas the background pentamer rings have opposite (10-PPD1) and equal (10-PPS1) directionality of the H-bonding networks. The middle and bottom rows show the OÀO distances in the pentamer rings and the interring distances, respectively. PPS1) : 0.2 (10-PPS2) : 0.2 (10-PPS3)] in the molecular beam are consistent with the relative energies from quantum chemistry (Figure 1) .
The issue of hydrogen bond cooperativity in water clusters has received much theoretical attention since the experimental work on the structures of the water dimer and the "2D" ring isomers of the smaller water clusters (n = 3-5) showed a monotonic, and approximately exponential, decrease in the O À O nearest-neighbor distance as the cluster size increases. [25] For the three-dimensional structures reported in this work, in which all faces of the nonamers and decamers are either ring tetramers or pentamers, a different kind of hydrogen bond cooperativity is required to explain the characteristic and sizeable distortions to the OÀO distances.
As an example of the importance of cooperativity, we have calculated the increase in binding energy of the water octamer isomers associated with hydrogen bond cooperativity. The geometry distortion of the S 4 tetramers [26] from their square geometry produces significant stabilization of the D 2d and S 4 octamers [14] formed by stacking of the tetramers. This stabilization energy has been estimated by calculating the energy of the cluster when the S 4 tetramers are constrained to the square tetramer structure and the distance between the rings is optimized. The minimum energy structure occurs for a ring separation of 2.99 and 3.01 and stabilizes the complex by 12.4 kcal mol À1 and 12.0 kcal mol À1 for the D 2d and S 4 octamers, respectively, at MP2/aVDZ level of theory, relative to separated S 4 tetramers. When full geometry relaxation is allowed, leading to the distortions of the oxygen atom framework, the ring separation is reduced to 2.85 and the stabilization energy increases to 19.9 kcal mol À1 at the MP2/aVDZ level of theory as shown in Figure S12 .
A simple model to characterize the cooperative hydrogen bond effects in three-dimensional water structures that is based on known relationships between O À H stretch vibrational frequencies and the donor-acceptor properties of the water molecule [14] [15] [16] 27] has been presented by Ohno et al. [28] The model assumes the usual picture that each water molecule can participate in up to four hydrogen bonds (two as donor and two as acceptor). The "net cooperativity" that affects a local hydrogen bond is defined as the sum of the number of occupied hydrogen bond positions in the donor and acceptor water that lead to cooperative strengthening of the bond less the number of occupied "anticooperative" sites that weaken the hydrogen bond. Recent theoretical analysis of this model by Tainter and Skinner has shown that the cooperativity effects arise from three body interactions. [11, 12] The experimental O À O nearest-neighbor distances for the five clusters analyzed in this work are compared to the net cooperativity in Figure 4 . As a point of reference, the experimental OÀO nearest-neighbor distances in the cyclic water tetramer and pentamer, in which a single distance characterizes the structure, are 2.79 [26] and 2.76 , [29] respectively, and both structures have a net cooperativity of 2 for all hydrogen bonds. Molecular rotational spectroscopy has observed hydrogen bond network isomers of three-dimensional water nonamer and decamer clusters. These isomers have the same basic geometry, but differ in the details of the hydrogen bond arrangements. Cooperativity in hydrogen bonding produces distinctive distortions in the oxygen atom framework geometries that lead to OÀO nearest-neighbor distances varying from about 2.65-2.90 and the experimental and theoretical geometries are in excellent agreement. The pattern of the geometry distortions can be easily explained using a simple model for net hydrogen bond cooperativity. A recent theoretical study has shown that the local hydrogen bond strength is correlated with the OÀO distances and that cooperative hydrogen bonding leads to variations in the hydrogen bond strength by a factor of two or more within a three-dimensional water cluster environment. [30] As a result, the hydrogen bond network geometry can influence reaction rates of molecules "solvated" in a cluster geometry. [5] The flexibility of the three-dimensional water structure to adopt several nearly isoenergetic isomers with distinctive hydrogen bond networks with minimal motion in the oxygen atoms is a special feature of water that allows it to tune the local solvation site energetics. The results from the present study provide new benchmark measurements for the development of empirical intermolecular potentials and other parameterized methods for water that can be used in molecular modeling of a wide range of important chemical and biological systems. Keywords: cooperativity · hydrogen bonding · microwave spectroscopy · vibrational spectroscopy · water clusters
